
About the modules

Now that we have come TOGETHER to PRAY, STAND and MOVE in our JUNTOS/Together campaign, we
are ready to go deeper and LEARN Together! This simple virtual learning opportunity is designed to
further your knowledge and understanding of Honduras, its people, its culture and how Heart to
Honduras works alongside of it all.

Content
There are 5 learning modules that will be made available at www.HTH.org in October 2020. Each one

centered around a topic related to Honduras and the work of Heart to Honduras.

1. CPHTH Mission, Vision and Impact Goals

2. Asset-Based Community Development

3. Camp Ministry

4. A Day in the life of rural Honduras

5. History and Culture of Honduras

Who are these modules designed for?

1. Individuals – Each person can enjoy these modules at their own pace and cover the topics as an
opportunity for international, cross-cultural education at a personal level.

2. Families– Make this a family learning opportunity this fall by completing one module each week

over a five-week period with your family. The experience may open your eyes to people and
realities beyond ourselves and bring our families closer together.

3. Homeschools/Remote Learning- The module organization of this component lends itself well to

weekly study and covers a diverse array of materials for virtual/homeschools focused on
Christian faith,  social justice, or international studies.

4. Youth groups – Whether in-person or virtual, youth groups can use this as a resource to expand

their awareness of God at work in the world. Encourage your students to work through a
module per week and then discuss it together!

5. Small groups – This resource is also well-suited for a five-week study for small groups. Group

members can complete one module per week on their own and then come together to discuss
or do the module "live" together each week in your meeting.

6. Churches – Churches can use one of the five trailers each week to introduce the HTH learning

topic for that week. This could be part of a mission emphasis or to encourage individuals,
families or small groups to further their Heart to Honduras learning TOGETHER.



Format
Within each module you will find 5 steps. They are created to complete in order as each step builds on

the previous one.

Time commitment for the basic information in a module is no more than 1 hr. per module. The VIEW

step we have tried to keep to 20-35 minutes. Each of the other 4 steps that follow can be engaged with

for 5-10 minutes each.  Feel free to skim and only spend 5 mins on most steps no need to click on all

the available links or read ALL the available information. In a few steps that most interest you or excite

you, dig deeper and click on all the links and read/watch more when you have more time. This is

created to pull you in deeper in your areas of interest and give you a quicker overview of the rest.

1. VIEW - This is the largest/longest section of the module. Consider it the “lecture” part of the

“class.” These are videos produced by our own CPHTH staff full of information, examples and

insight into what our jobs and lives look like in the context of Honduras.

2. READ - These are options for extra reading. Related articles to further explain, give examples or

provide information related to the module topic.

3. ACCESS - These are additional resources for you to access based on the topic of the module

created to facilitate your own additional exploration and learning.

4. ENGAGE - Take a moment to read and respond to the reflection questions listed in this step to

test your understanding of the module you just experienced and challenge you to action.

5. PRAY - Here you will find related scripture, specific prayer requests, and suggestions to promote

thoughtful prayer and meditation to wrap up your time in the topical module.

Optional Live Chat
Once you finish the modules, you will have the opportunity to schedule a “live chat” with CPHTH staff

members and/or community members in Honduras. Our cross-cultural, bilingual staff will facilitate a

time (virtually) of sharing, questions and answers. This opportunity could be a particularly valuable

project for those of you doing remote learning or homeschooling this year! Have your kids bring us

questions and engage live, then write up a report afterward. Scheduling will begin in October 2020 for

live chats starting in November 2020.

Contact
If you would like to schedule a “Live Chat” or learn more about this opportunity, please contact Stacey

Eldridge at seldridge@hth.org.


